incomes.
The city development kept to several strategic directions and its major results were the following:
1. Significant success of particular economic sectors and branches on national and international markets:
a. Strengthening of the city as one of the leading centers for the national and global metal industry.
Most significantly it is achieved by the formation of a large cluster of metallurgical enterprises specializing in aluminum. This cluster is represented by leading companies performing primary processing of aluminum and, partially, providing products of higher degrees: "RUSAL Krasnoyarsk Aluminum
Smelter", JSC (production of primary aluminum, aluminum alloys and high-purified aluminum);
"Krasnoyarsk Metallurgical Plant", LLC (primary aluminum and alloys re-processing into ingots, extrusions, bars, pipes, forgings and rolled aluminum production); "SIALMET", Group of
Companies (aluminum systems for architecture, building form, building constructions, sheet metal products, products for water-and railway transport); "K&K", LLC (alloy wheel rims).
The leading enterprise in Russia and in the whole world is "The Gulidov Krasnoyarsk
Non-Ferrous Metals Plant", JSC "Krastsvetmet"
which makes refining of all the metals, jewelries and engineering products from precious metals.
Among its customers, there are major Russian companies extracting non-ferrous metals, i.e.
"Mining and Metallurgical Company "Norilsk
Nickel", PJSC, "Polyus", PJSC, "Polymetal
International plc", LLC and foreign partners form the UK, Czech Republic, USA, Australia, Switzerland and Italy.
The cluster also includes "Germanium", JSC, the only enterprise in Russia that has a full cycle of processing, wide range of products and large production capacity. 
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